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ABSTRACT
In today’s world, video surveillance systems play a vital role in
commercial and industrial environments. The important goal of a
surveillance activity is to observe suspicious behavior of humans
and objects in a scene using camera or other sensors. Most of the
current surveillance systems perform such activities by identifying persons,tracking their individual paths independently, not in
conjunction with the objects in the scene. However, in a real world
surveillance scenario,the behavior of people and their interaction
with objects need to be modeled to reason about suspicious activities. Our contribution, through this work is in using the state-ofthe-art Structural Recurrent Neural Networks (SRNN) method to
model the complex spatio-temporal human-object interactions in
surveillance. Our best results have a final F 1 score of 87.3 on the
human sub-activity recognition task and 82.7 on the object affordances recognition task. Our work considered weapons as objects
of interest.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Automated video surveillance system [28, 30] is one of the important application areas of Computer Vision research. Recently, there
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Figure 1: Pipeline of a video-surveillance system
has been frequent occurence of major terrorist attacks all over the
world. In fact, according to IHS technology report1 , global attacks
have increased by nearly 27.5 percent from 2015-2016. Besides, these
concerns have increased the usage of cameras for video surveillance.
It is estimated that by 2015, about 200,000,000 cameras producing
millions GB of data per week2 are in operation both at public and
private places. This, has made it difficult even for human operators
such as security guards, police officers etc. to quickly analyse and
review the recorded videos resulting in inefficiencies due to manual
surveillance[17]. Thus, there is an increase in need for automatic
video-surveillance systems for better safety and security. The primary aim of these systems is to provide automatic interpretation
of scenes and also predict the interactions between objects based
on the information acquired by the sensors. The growth in this
area is largely driven by the increased availability of inexpensive
computing power and image sensors, as well as by the inefficiency
of manual surveillance and monitoring system [30].
One of the major paradigms in current video surveillance systems is that they involve separate analysis of individual humans
and objects using object detection [2, 8, 11, 19], tracking [2, 7, 8, 23],
trajectory and human activity analysis [24, 27, 29]. Most of the
surveillance systems created for commercial purposes tend to use
a specific-purpose hardware along with an increased use of intelligent digital camera’s3 . The creation of a distributed automatic
surveillance system by developing multi-camera or multi-sensor
surveillance systems, fusion of information obtained across cameras [4, 5, 15, 25] especially to create an integrated system 4 [21, 25]
are also active areas of this research.
1 https://www.ihs.com/index.html
2 IHS

technology report, June 2015
http://www.gotchanow.com
4 http://dilnxsvr.king.ac.uk/cromatica/
3 http://www.detec.no,
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In our work, we consider a different pipeline for surveillance, as
shown in Fig 1(b), by following a Human-Object Interaction (HOI)
perspective. This pipeline is inspired from the semi-supervised
video representation work proposed by Carlos et.al in [6]. We want
to build a video-surveillance system with a common pre-trained
recognizer, detector and a tracker for all the surveillance objects,
so as to deal with all of them simultaneously by following a HOI
approach. We aim at understanding the interactions among surveillance objects through their activities and sub-activities, provide
more semantically meaningful and actionable knowledge over usual
independent tracking of objects on RGB data. We use the current
state-of-the-art Structural RNN technique, for automatically learning such interactions. So the paper has two contributions 1. Use of
Structural RNN in surveillance type application. 2. The use of RGB
data instead of RGB-D, which was used in the the original paper
that proposed SRNN [13].

2

STRUCTURAL RECURRENT NEURAL
NETWORKS

In real world, the interactions between objects and their surroundings are spatio-temporal in nature. Computer vision related problems like HOI frequently encounter spatio-temporal interactions.
Such interactions in general are represented as spatio-temporal
graphs and modeled using Conditional Random Fields (CRF) [16]
or Bayesian Networks [22]. Structural Recurrent Neural Networks
(SRNN) [13] is one such novel framework for modelling interactions
using deep architectures. It is an approach proposed for combining
the power of high-level spatio-temporal graphs and sequence learning success of Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN). The proposed
method is generic and principled as it can be used for transforming
any spatio-temporal graph (s-t graph) into a rich RNN mixture that
is feedforward, fully differentiable and jointly trainable [13].
SRNN has shown its impact in spatio-temporal applications such
as human motion modelling [13], human activity detection [13],
anticipating driver maneuvering [12], 3d action recognition [18]
etc. It has out-performed the state-of-the-art results in each one
of these applications. It can model the real world spatio-temporal
problems in a structured way (spatio-temporal manner) and yield
superior results. Through our work, we use SRNN to model the
surveillance problem by following a HOI approach and represent it
as a spatio-temporal graph.

3

SRNN FOR SURVEILLANCE

The following are the reasons to consider learning interactions over
simple trajectory tracking for surveillance activities in our work:

3.1

Behaviour of the objects in a environment
are highly correlated

Behaviour of one object in a scene, can be dependant on other
objects as well. For example, consider a case where a person approached a gun, lifted and began shooting in an environment. The
weapon which was in stationary state, has changed its state to
moving because of its interaction with the human. Similarly, the
change of human state from walking to lifting followed by shooting
occurred because of presence of weapon in the environment. Thus,
the change in state of objects in the environment are correlated
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with one another. Learning the interactions between humans and
weapons can help in identifying the states of multiple surveillance
objects, all at the same time thereby, understanding the surveillance
situation very effectively. It can help in analysing the sequence of
events that occur in the surveillance environment in a structured
manner.

3.2

Importance of considering usability and
scalability issues

As most of the current surveillance systems [2, 5, 28] track each
object independently and then analyse them accordingly, increase
in the number of objects (either same or different type) of the environment increases the complexity of surveillance. If one has to
accommodate this surveillance activity in real time, then this complexity can result in resource contention. However, if the same
scenario is performed in a structural manner using neural networks
[13], the surveillance task can still be run in real time with very
minimal changes in the architecture during training of neural networks.

3.3

Our Solution

SRNN is one such method proposed by Jain et. al. [13], that can
be helpful in solving the surveillance problem by learning their
interactions. Factor sharing of SRNN method helps in dealing with
varied number of objects in the surveillance environment. Such a
SRNN can be used for automatically detecting suspicious activities such as ‘lifting a gun’ and ‘pointing a gun’, leading to better
alerts and proactive responses. Also, most of the current videosurveillance systems need a human to constantly monitor them
[17][28]. Instead, automating the detection of suspicious activities
can enhance video-surveillance systems.

4

INDIAN INDOOR SURVEILLANCE DATASET
(IISD)

As an initiative to prove that SRNN is highly useful in surveillance
scenario, we have made our dataset similar to CAD-120 [14] but
with RGB data. We have considered indoor surveillance as our application and created an RGB surveillance dataset (IISD). IISD contains
55 videos in total formed out of 5 (3 female, 2 male) different subjects. We identified 6 different high level human-weapon activities
performed using 2 different weapon objects and also depicted 10
different sub-activties that are possible among them. The activities and sub-activities defined in for this dataset are inspired from
complex activities and activities in [6]. We also defined 8 different
weapon affordances in order to understand the weapon states independently during surveillance activities. Detailed specifications of
IISD data are mentioned in Fig 2
As real weapons are not permitted, we have used toy weapons
for AK-47 and revolver that resemble them, for our data collection.
Some of the samples from the dataset are as shown in Fig 3

4.1

Formation of s-t graph for Surveillance

The surveillance problem can be represented as an s-t graph as
depicted in Fig 4. In IISD surveillance, human, AK-47 weapon and
revolver weapon are the objects of our interest. We represent, AK-47
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joint positions based on Iterative Error Feedback (IEF) mechanism
[3]. The centroid of the human bounding box annotations in every frame is given as input body point to this method and joint
estimations are captured. Temporal segmentation is one of the crucial pre-processing step, as its naive performance can follow up
with poor human weapon-activity recognition. In our work, we
manually segmented IISD data temporally.
Figure 2: IISD characteristics

5.2

Figure 3: IISD sample images

Figure 4: surveillance problem to s-t graph
and revolver under the same category “weapon” and deal with them
accordingly in SRNN. Thus, there will be three nodes (human, AK-47
and revolver) of two different types (human, weapon) represented
in an s-t graph as shown in Fig 4

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
5.1 Preprocessing
The IISD collected for surveillance is pre-processed with procedures
such as bounding box annotations, joint position estimation for
humans and temporal segmentation.
We annotated bounding boxes of surveillance objects in every
IISD video frame in a semi-manual manner with the help of a
Particle Filtering based tracker [31] and manual bounding box coordinates at select frames. Later, we automated this using deep
learning based object detection methods. For joint position estimation, we used an open-source neural network model that estimates

Feature Extraction for s-t graph

Based on the s-t graph formation for IISD data representing surveillance, we divide all possible features in the graph into 6 different
types. Table 1 provides a summary of all features for IISD s-t graph.
The feature collection corresponding to Human and Weapon temporal in Table 1, have been modified in accordance to our surveillance
problem. All other feature extraction templates are inspired from
RGBD CAD-120 dataset [14].
In Table 1, human nodal features represent a vector of features
computed from human joint location information using the IEF
mechanism on RGB videos [3]. We compute the body pose (N1)
feature templates mentioned in Table 1, using the joint orientation
information of 10 upper skeleton joints (head, upper neck, right
shoulder, left shoulder, right elbow, left elbow, right hand node,
left hand node, thorax and pelvis) relative to torso position. Foot
positions relative to pelvis joint location information are also computed to capture the foot movements with respect to upper body.
One additional feature to capture sitting or standing position of
the human is also considered by computing the clockwise angle
between hip and head joint positions. Similary, we compute hand
pose feature of the human (N2) using relative hand node positions
relative to torso, maximum and minimum vertical hand positions
within the temporal segment. Local features (N3) correspond to
relative joint location information with respect to head position
(neck, torso, left shoulder, right shoulder, left elbow, left hand node,
right elbow and right hand node), distance and displacement for
each one of these joints within the temporal segment. Thus, there
are 69 different features captured N1 , N2 and N3 templates. We
then perform cumulative binning of all these features values into
10 bins. For further information about cumulative binning refer
Appendix 7.2. We represent this as ϕh (i) ∈ R690 . For further details
regarding these notations, refer factor graph parameterization in
Fig 7
Weapon Nodal Features include object parameters, SIFT-matching
features and local features. All these features together represent
features of a weapon node in the graph within each temporal segment. Under Object parameters (N4), we compute bounding box
and centroid location coordinates of the weapon node at the middle
frame of the temporal segment. In N5 feature template, we compute the transformation matrix of SIFT matching points using SIFT
descriptor [20] and Flann based matcher. This matching is computed between the weapon bouding box regions of middle frame
and its previous frame within each temporal segment. In a similar
manner, we compute weapon local features using their bounding
box position information, distance and displacements of their centroid within a temporal segment, thus giving us ϕo (i) ∈ R140 with
i representing a weapon node in s-t graph.
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Spatial features correspond to the features computed within a
temporal segment, whereas temporal features capture the change
across temporal segments. ϕ t (i, j) represent the edge features formed
by node i and j where t corresponds to a spatial feature or temporal
feature of the segment. As spatial features, we compute relative
geometric features such as difference in weapon centroid positions,
joint location positions, distance between them etc. at first, middle
and last frames of the temporal segment. We then perform cumulative binning and obtain ϕ 1 (i, j) ∈ R150 for weapon-weapon and
ϕ 2 (i, j) ∈ R400 for human-weapon respectively. As temporal features, we use vertical change in position and distance between corresponding weapon and joint locations, thus obtaining ϕ 3 (i, j) ∈ R40
and ϕ 4 (i, j) ∈ R160 respectively.

5.3

Activity Recognition using SRNN

As mentioned in Fig 2, walking, moving, reaching, stationary etc.
are some of the sub-level activities of Patrolling with gun, Dropping
down the gun, Handling the gun etc. high level activities in IISD
data. The feature templates of all types (nodal, temporal and spatial)
between human and weapon mentioned in section 5.2 are collected
for each such segment of IISD data. For all the 454 segments of
IISD data, we ended up with 853 feature files, some containing both
nodal and spatial features while some others containing temporal
features of the segment.
Fig 5 shows the SRNN architecture we modeled for an IISD
surveillance s-t graph using the method proposed by Jain et. al.
[13]. In this SRNN architecture, RVi , iϵ {1, 2}and R Ei , iϵ {1, 2, 3, 4}
represent the RNN’s, handling all the corresponding object nodes
and human-object edges of the graph respectively after applying
factor sharing mechanism (Appendix 7.1). For nodeRNN’s we use
a single Long Short Term Memory Network (LSTM) [10] with 256
size (no. of layers in the network), followed by a uniform softmax
classifier, whereas for edgeRNN’s we use a single layer LSTM of
size 128. We followed orthogonal initialization for all the LSTM’s
and used tanh and sigmoid as the activation functions for our SRNN
architecture. The segment level 853 feature files collected for our
IISD data serves as input to this SRNN architecture. At each time
step, the human nodeRNN outputs one of the 10 sub-activity labels and weapon nodeRNN outputs one of the 8 affordance labels
respectively, as defined in our IISD data.
We used the open source SRNN implementation for activity detection from [13], modified in accordance to our feature data and
performed our human-weapon sub-activity recognition. We perform training and testing the model in a 5-fold cross-validation
manner. We initially split the data into 5 folds with each fold containing all the segments related information of a particular subject
of IISD data. We term this as subjectwise folding. Thus, 5 sets of training and testing datasets are formed with these 5 cross validation
folds, serving as an input to SRNN.

5.4

Results

Human node in the graph is associated with subactivity labels of suspicious activities. Similary, weapon nodes of the s-t graph associate
weapon affordance labels of IISD data. Some of the details of our
SRNN architecture are mentioned in section 5.3. We perform this
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Figure 5: s-t graph to SRNN architecture for IISD data
human-weapon label prediction on SRNN architecture for recognition, anticipation and joint (both recognition and anticipation)
tasks.
In recognition, the task of the network is to identify sub-activity
of the current segment for human and affordance for both weapons
(AK-47 and revolver) in test dataset. Similarly, in anticipation task,
SRNN model predicts the label of next immediate segment in the
test dataset. In joint recognition and anticipation task, model makes
predictions about current segment as well as next consecutive segment labels in the test dataset. We use different labels each time
on the same SRNN architecture(Fig 5), uniform softmax unit and
cross-entropy loss function to perform each one of these tasks.
Through subjectwise folding, we train the SRNN network for 1000
iterations (no epochs are used) with the learning rate 0.001 in a
cross-validation manner. We perform testing of the dataset at each
cross-validation fold after every 10 iterations of the corresponding
model training. The F 1 score results for each one of these, in all
the 5 folds for both human and weapon activity recognition are
mentioned in Table 2.
However, since the model training and testing is done in a crossvalidation manner, we calculate final F 1 scores for both human and
weapon labels for the entire dataset by averaging out the F 1 score
results of all the folds at their corresponding iterations and then
compute the maximum of their averaged F 1 scores in all iterations.
The final F 1 scores for human sub-activity recognition is 87.3 and
object affordances recognition is 82.7
The current approach on IISD data is confined to semi-manual
bounding box annotations and manual temporal segmentation during preprocessing. Some of these results on IISD video dataset are
available at https://youtu.be/JbpUfvJBu1M and https://youtu.be/
IUBH40jkQFQ. Now, having witnessed promising results with this
approach, we then made attempts to automate these pre-processing
stages as they help in building a fully end-to-end automated surveillance system with this structured based approach.
As SRNN considers a segment level data as the input, automating
bounding box annotations will be helpful during testing of the learnt
model from this approach. To achieve this, we trained a common
detector model for all the surveilance objects (human and weapons)
using YOLO [26], a deep learning model based object detection.
We even used KCF [9] and MIL [1] trackers along with detection
on selected frames using the trained model with an attempt to
reduce the overall running time for annotations. We chose run time
complexities, number of bounding box annotations and accuracy
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Table 1: Summary of feature extraction for IISD s-t graph
Feature Description
Human Nodal Features
N1: Body pose features
N2: Hand pose features
N3: Local features
Weapon Nodal Features
N4: Object parameters
N5: SIFT-method based features
N6: Local features
Weapon-Weapon Spatial Features (computed
at start, middle and end frames, min and max)
E1: Difference in centroid locations
E2: Distance between centroids
Human-Weapon Spatial Features (computed at)
start, middle, end frame, min and max)
E3: Distance between each joint location and object centroid
Weapon Temporal Features
E4: Vertical change in weapon bbox positions
E5: distance b/w corresponding weapon centroid locations
Human Temporal Features
E6: Vertical change in corresponding human joint positions
E7: Distance b/w correspoding human joint positions

Count
69
25
12
32
14
06
06
02
15
02
01
40
08
04
02
02
16
08
08

Table 2: F 1 score results to only detection, only anticipation and joint detection with anticipation tasks, for both weapons and
human object types in subjectwise folding on IISD data
folds
fold_1
fold_2
fold_3
fold_4
fold_5
Max_Avg

only
O
87.7
80.8
84
87.3
91.8
82.7

det
H
95.9
91.9
86
83.8
97.9
87.3

only
O
63.7
56.1
64.4
55.8
63.1
55.2

of the bounding boxes in terms of their Intersection Over Union
(IOU) over the ground truth, as the parameters to evalaute the best
possible method for automatic annotations in surveillance. Table 3,
depicts the running time of various tracker with detection methods.
Table 4 display the ratio of number of bounding box annotations
obtained from the various methods to the number of groundtruth
bounding box annotations for a 55 sec video in IISD datatset. This
ratio is less than 1 when method predicts less number of bounding
box annotations and more than 1 when method predicts more
number of annotations compared to their groundtruth annotations
for a video. Similary, we even estimated the accuracies of bounding
box annotations using classwise IOU as the measure between the
predicted and groundtruth annotations. These estimated accuracies
for various methods are enclosed in Table 5. For further details
regarding these accuracy estimatoins refer Appendix 7.3. Based on
the three chosen parameters, we found running the pre-trained
detector on every frame, to be the best among all other methods
for all videos in our IISD dataset.

anti
H
65.4
62.8
62.8
57.1
71.3
57.8

joint
O
91.6
82.1
88.6
85.1
82.1
82.2

det
H
87.8
86.4
82.8
85.4
94.6
85.5

joint
O
67.3
60
68.9
59.5
65.4
58.6

anti
H
64.3
60.3
66.8
64.7
75.0
60.9

We performed automatic temporal segmentation as well on the
surveillance data using Aligned Cluster Analysis (ACA) [32] and Hierarchical Aligned Cluster Analysis (HACA) [33]. ACA and HACA
are some of the widely used unsupervised methods for temporal
segmentation. We modified the open source code put forth by Zhou
et.al. [32, 33] for ACA and HACA accordingly and ran it on our RGB
IISD dataset. Some of these results are shown in fig 6. Our results
are 80 percent accurate for temporal sequences with 2-4 clusters
but got dropped to 50 percent, for sequences containing more than
4 sub-activities in our data. The reason for such performance could
be because of insufficient features used for segmentation.It could
also be due to the usage of a fixed temporal window length, for
every sub-activity in the sequence in both ACA and HACA.

6

CONCLUSION

We achieved promising results on IISD data, proving the point
that this method works in recognising suspicious activities under
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Table 5: Accuracies of predicted bounding box annotations
over their ground truth using IOU measure for a 55 sec video
in IISD dataset
Method
Only detection
Detection with KCF tracking over 5 frames
Detection with KCF tracking over 10 frames
Detection with KCF tracking over 15 frames
Detection with MIL tracking over 5 frames
Detection with MIL tracking over 10 frames
Detection with MIL tracking over 15 frames

Figure 6: Temporal Segmentation results using ACA and
HACA on IISD RGB data sequences with (a) 2 clusters for
2 different sub-activities (b) 5 clusters for 6 different subactivities and (c) 8 clusters for 9 different sub-activities respectively [32, 33]
Table 3: Tracking and Detection results on a 55 sec (1400
frames approx.) recorded video from IISD dataset
Method
Only detection
Detection with KCF tracking over 5 frames
Detection with KCF tracking over 10 frames
Detection with KCF tracking over 15 frames
Detection with MIL tracking over 5 frames
Detection with MIL tracking over 10 frames
Detection with MIL tracking over 15 frames

Time(mm:ss)
01:53
04:33
05:02
05:13
04:59
05:08
05:05

Table 4: Ratio of the number of model bounding box annotations to the ground truth bounding box annotations for a
55sec video (1400 frames approx.) in IISD dataset
Method
Only detection
Detection with KCF tracking over 5 frames
Detection with KCF tracking over 10 frames
Detection with KCF tracking over 15 frames
Detection with MIL tracking over 5 frames
Detection with MIL tracking over 10 frames
Detection with MIL tracking over 15 frames

Ratio
0.985
0.986
1.010
0.993
0.986
0.986
0.993

surveillance. However, compared to IISD problem, the real surveillance scenario is complex involving more different kinds objects
and multiple interactions between them. Through this work, we

Accuracy (%)
94.597
94.486
92.249
93.106
94.436
92.765
93.699

claim that this structured approach can be very effective in understanding such interactions automatically in real-surveillance
situations.
The automatic bounding box annotation results as shown in fig
3 along with human weapon-activity recognition accuracies using
SRNN provides scope to fully automate the entire process under
surveillance. However, the current temporal segmentation methods like ACA and HACA (as shown in fig 6) are not adequate to
perform reasonably accurate automatic surveillance activity recognition. Hence, our future work is on building an automatic temporal
segmentation method using deep learning methods thereby, achieving a fully end-to-end automated activity recognition surveillance
system using this structured approach.

7 APPENDIX
7.1 Factor Sharing
A factor graph is a type of probabilistic graphical model having two
types of nodes namely Variables and Factors. Variables are nodes of
the graph with their values either known or to be predicted. Factors
on the other hand, define the relationship between variables in
the graph. Each factor can be connected to many variables and
comes with a factor function to define the relationship between
these variables.
While converting a s-t graph into SRNN, we unroll the s-t graph
in time and convert into a factor graph. This graph representation
has a factor function Ψv (yv , xv ) for each node and a pairwise factor Ψe (ye(1) , ye(2) , x e ) for each edge where v and e represent the
vertex and edge of a s-t graph as shown in figure7. Each factor in
the s-t graph has parameters that needs to be learned. Instead of
learning a distinct factor for each node, semantically similar nodes
can optionally share factors. For example, all object nodes u,w in
the st-graph can share the same node factor and parameters. This
modeling choice allows enforcing parameter sharing between similar nodes. It further gives the flexibility to handle st-graphs with
more nodes without increasing the number of parameters [13].

7.2

Cumulative Binning

Given an arbitrary number of bins and a set of feature values, we
initially define range for each bin and then identify the bin range
suitable for each one of these feature values and then associate each
of these feature values to the corresponding bins. This is the usual
process of binning feature values. In cumulative binning, feature
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Figure 7: Unrolled s-t graph to factor graph conversion [13]
values of a particular bin are also associated to all other upcoming
bins. Thus, the binning of feature values is done in a cumulative
manner. This process of binning features, can be useful in creating
less sparse but higher dimensional features.

7.3

Evaluation of IOU measure for Bounding
Box Annotations

In our work, we consider classwise data of predicted and ground
truth bounding box annotations as the input for this measure. At
first through IOU, we measure the ratio of area of overlap to the
area of union of classwise predicted and ground truth bounding
box annotations. If the IOU is greater than 0.5, we consider it to be
a good prediction. We then measure the accuracy of the method
by calculating the ratio of total number of good predictions to the
total number of overall predictions occurred through that method.
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